
420/428/520MXR1
Sunstar’s 520MXR1 Works MX/Off-Road chain is a premium
non-sealed chain specifically designed for Motocross and/
or Off-Road racing.  Featuring Sunstar’s oversized TripleStar
treated ultra hard pins and 100% heat treated components,
the MXR1 chain is constructed to handle the demands of the
highest level of racing. This is also one of the lightest MX
chains on the market, with the 520MXR1 coming in at 3.6 lbs
per 120 links. Its combination of strength, durability and
light weight make it the top choice for serious racers. Avail-
able in 420, 428 and 520 pitch.

520XTG
The Works 520XTG ATV/Off-Road TripleGuard sealed ring high
performance chain is an excellent choice for the most extreme off-
road conditions encountered in ATV and/or Off-Road motorcycle
racing. It’s TripleGuard ring design utilizes 3 sealing lips and lub-
rication pools per side, completely guarding the critical areas of
the chain from mud, sand and dirt and keeping it well lubricated
at all times. This sealed ring type prevents the loss of lubricant,
maintaining high performance in extreme heat or other adverse
course conditions making it perfect for any serious racer. 

MX/OFF ROAD
W O R K S  C H A I N  M O D E L S
MXR1 & XTG

MX/OFF ROAD
H E AV Y- D U T Y  C H A I N  M O D E L S
HDN & SSR

STREET
W O R K S  &  H E AV Y- D U T Y  C H A I N  M O D E L S
RTG1 & RDG

MX/OFF-ROAD/ATV/STREET
C H A I N  S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
QUALITY. DURABILITY. PRICE. SINCE 1946.

520HDN
For an economical, heavy duty non-sealed motorcycle chain,
look no further than Sunstar’s 520HDN model. This cost effec-
tive OEM replacement does not compromise in performance or
strength with a tensile strength rating of 7,850 lbs. The
520HDN makes for a great high quality non o-ring chain for
any motorcycle up to 250cc.  It comes in the natural color
finish in pre-cut lengths of 114 and 120 while using a clip-type
connecting link.

520SSR
Sunstar’s 520SSR (standard sealed o-ring) is an extremely
strong option for an o-ring chain with a 7,670 lb tensile
strength rating and seamless roller and bushing construction.
For this great, versatile sealed ring chain, Sunstar uses only
the most durable and longest lasting o-rings available, while
using special heat treated alloy steel for it’s construction.
The SSR’s o-rings keep the chain well lubricated, resulting in
less friction and consistent power transfer on any motorcycle
400cc or less. 

520/530RTG1
Sunstar’s RTG1 is the highest performing roadracing chain in our
lineup. It features our TripleGuard sealed ring technology, using
3 sealing lips and lubrication pools on each side of the ring to
maintain top performance in the extremely hot conditions experi-
enced in performance use. The 520 version is the perfect choice
for any sport street or race bike using a 520 pitch chain while the
530RTG1 is designed for any larger displacement, high perform-
ance machine that uses a 530 pitch chain/sprocket setup. 

520/525/530RDG
Sunstar’s heavy duty, street motorcycle chain model, the RDG, is
a DualGuard sealed ring street bike chain where the sealing ring
has an ‘X’ shape - meaning there are two sealing points and lub-
rication pools versus a single type design. This sealed ring design
type achieves lower friction, longer life and it is available for just
about every street motorcycle on today’s market. For a higher
performance road chain at a non-premium price, the Sunstar
RDG answers the bell and is great for everything from every day
riding to closed course riding. 

SUNSTAR MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDATIONS       
All chains should be installed by a certified mechanic, using the proper
installation tools. Chain adjustment should be done per the bike maker's
owner's manual instruction.         
         
Always check sprocket alignment when installing new drive components
and during routine maintenance and adjustment; mis-aligned sprockets
are detrimental to the life of the drive system.

It is always recommended to replace your chain with the same size (pitch)              

and type of chain (sealed or non-sealed) that originally came on the motor-
cycle from the factory.         
         
Avoid using volatile solvents such as gasoline, thinners and/or benzine;
it is best to consult with your local dealer before using any cleaners and/
or lubricants.         
         
For best results and the longest life possible replace all drive compenents
(sprockets and chains) at the same time (preferably using both Sunstar
chain and sprockets).

HEAVY DUTY        
520HDN Off-Rd/MX 114 & 120 N None Clip 6800 3.15 18.15 250 / NA
520SSR ATV, Off-Rd/MX, Street 100 & 120 N O-ring Clip (PF) 7700 4.08 19.90 400 / 400
520RDG Street 114 & 120 N DG Rivet 8500 3.36 19.90 750 / 750
525RDG Street 112 & 120 N DG Rivet 8850 4.30 22.85 750 / 900
530RDG Street 110 & 120 N DG Rivet 9500 4.48 24.90 750 / 1000

WORKS        
420MXR Off-Rd/MX 126 G** None Clip 5000 1.76 15.70 150 / 150
428MXR Off-Rd/MX 134 G** None Clip 5800 2.13 17.60 150 / 250
520MXR1 Off-Rd/MX 116 & 120 G** None Clip 9000 2.99 17.70 500 / NA
520XTG ATV, Off-Rd/MX 100 & 120 G* TG Clip (PF) 8500 3.75 20.80 750 / 400
520RTG1 Street 116 & 120 G** TG Rivet 8800 4.30 22.85 750 / 1000
525RTG1 Street 120 G** TG Rivet 9300 4.63 22.85 800 / 1100
530RTG1 Street 116 & 120 G** TG Rivet 10000 4.63 24.90 900 / 1400
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Color: N - Natural  I  G - Gold  /  Ring Type: DG - DualGuard (2 sealing lips & lubrication pools per side)  I  TG - TripleGuard (3 sealing lips & lubrication pools per side)  /
Master Link Type: PF - Press Fit  /  (*) Indicates gold outer, non-gold inner plates  I  (**) Indicates gold outer and inner plates 




